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ABSTRACT
In set-based reachability, a cover of the reachable states of a
hybrid system is obtained by repeatedly computing one-step
successor states. It can be used to show safety or to obtain quantitative information, e.g., for measuring the jitter
in an oscillator circuit. In general, one-step successors can
only be computed approximately and are difficult to scale
in the number of continuous variables. The approximation
error requires particular attention since it can accumulate
rapidly, leading to a coarse cover, prohibitive state explosion, or preventing termination. In this paper, we propose
an approach with precise control over the balance between
approximation error and scalability. By lazy evaluation of
set representations, the precision can be increased in a targeted manner, e.g., to show that a particular transition is
spurious. Each evaluation step scales well in the number of
continuous variables. The set representations are particularly suited for clustering and containment checking, which
are essential for reducing the state explosion. This provides
the building blocks for refining the cover of the reachable set
just enough to show a property of interest. The approach is
illustrated on several examples.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Hybrid systems describe the change of a set of continuousvalued variables combined with discrete states. In continuous time, the change is governed by a set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) or, more generally, inclusions. Jumps
of the discrete state can modify the ODEs or the values of the
variables, and such changes can be state-dependent and nondeterministic. Such systems are difficult to analyze, even
numerically simulate, as neighboring states, no matter how
close, may exhibit qualitatively different behaviors. Conventional techniques from model-based design, such as simulation of corner cases or stochastic simulation, may fail to
detect critical behavior. Reachability analysis exhaustively
computes a cover of all behaviors and, if precise enough,
can show safety of the system as well as provide quantitative measurements of key variables. Hybrid automata are

an extension of finite state machines with continuous variables and ODEs. Complex models are readily constructed by
composing automata that interact by sharing variables and
synchronizing events. Hybrid and cyber-physical systems
in a wide range of application domains have been analyzed
through reachability analysis, e.g., automotive control [14],
robotics [28], electronic circuits [16], and systems biology [8].
The set of solutions of ODEs is difficult to compute and
generally has no closed-form representation. Computing a
cover of the ODEs, called flowpipe approximation, is necessarily done approximately, and balancing accuracy against
computational cost is nontrivial. A scalable algorithm has
been presented in [23], but as in all related approaches, increasing the accuracy also increases the number of sets in
the cover. A way to cluster sets optimally, without compromising the approximation error, was proposed in [15].
A key element of that approach is adding time as an additional state variable, and operating on sets in this augmented
space, which we refer to as space-time. In addition to flowpipe approximation, this involves computing jump successors, containment checking, and emptiness checking. In this
paper, we present a reachability algorithm based on flowpipe approximation in space-time, which combines previously published work on flowpipe approximation [17], jump
successors [18, 13], clustering [15], and emptiness checking
[13]. It completes the picture with containment checking
and other details, tying those techniques together in a fixedpoint algorithm. The approach is implemented in the STC
scenario on the SpaceEx tool platform. The tool and examples are available for download [11].
Scalable flowpipe approximation algorithms for affine continuous systems are known for several set representations,
such as ellipsoids [22]. However, reachability with ellipsoids
does not easily extend to hybrid systems because ellipsoids
are not closed under important set operations such as Minkowski sum, convex hull, or intersection. Zonotopes are a
subclass of central-symmetric polytopes that is closed under Minkowski sum, and for which good approximations
of the convex hull can be efficiently obtained. Zonotopes
have been used successfully for reachability analysis [21, 19,
2]. Zonotopes are not closed under intersection, which can
make the computation of jump successors problematic. In
special cases, continuization (interpolation between dynamics of neighboring locations) can help to avoid the intersection operation [3]. Reachability algorithms for affine dynamics can be extended to nonlinear dynamics by piecewise
approximation, called phase potrtrait approximation [20] or
hybridization [5]. For polynomial dynamics, sets can be rep-

resented in polynomial form [9, 29]. Similarly, representing
sets as polynomial images of hyperboxes can lead to efficient
successor computations for nonlinear systems [6, 2]. While
such nonconvex set representations can be advantageous for
flowpipe approximation, they seem to be less suitable for
clustering, containment checking, and emptiness checking
(detecting overlap with guard sets and forbidden states).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
the next section, we informally define hybrid automata and
give a high-level description of a reachability algorithm. In
Sect. 3, we show how support functions can be used as a
lazy set representation, accommodating approximate computations and directional refinement. In Sect. 4, we present
the components of our space-time reachability algorithm and
how they fit together. Experimental results to illustrate the
approach are shown in Sect. 5.

2.

HYBRID AUTOMATA

We consider hybrid systems described by hybrid automata,
which are state-transition systems with ODEs associated to
the states and assignments associated to the transitions. An
approximation of the reachable states of a hybrid automaton can be obtained by computing successor states with respect to time elapse and jumps, repeating the process until
all successors have already been encountered in a previous
step. This procedure does not necessarily terminate, and
the problem is in general undecidable. We give a high-level
description of the reachability algorithm, whose operators
will be described in more detail in Sect. 4.
A hybrid automaton H = (Loc, Inv , Flow , Trans, Init) is
defined as follows [4]. It has a set of discrete states Loc called
locations. Each location l ∈ Loc is associated with a set of
differential inclusions Flow (l) that defines the time-driven
evolution of the continuous variables. A state s ∈ Loc ×
Rn consists of a location and values for the n continuous
variables. A set of discrete transitions Trans defines how
the state can jump between locations and instantaneously
modify the values of continuous variables. A jump can take
place when the state is inside the transition’s guard set, and
the target states are given by the transition’s assignment.
The system can remain in a location l while the state is
inside the invariant set Inv (l). All behavior originates from
the set of initial states Init.
In this paper, we consider Flow (l) to be ODEs of the form
ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + u(t),
n

u(t) ∈ U ,

(1)
n×n

where x(t) ∈ R is an n-dimensional vector, A ∈ R
and
U ⊆ Rn is a closed and bounded convex set. Transition
assignments are of the (deterministic) affine form
x0 = Rx + w,
0

n

(2)

where x ∈ R denotes the values after the transition, R ∈
Rn×n and w ∈ Rn .
We compute the reachable states by recursively computing
the image of the initial states with respect to time elapse and
discrete transitions until a fixed-point is reached. The standard method to compute the reachable states is to iterate
the following one-step successor operators for discrete and
continuous transitions. Given a set of states S, let PostC (S)
be the set of states reachable by letting time elapse from any
state in S, and let PostD (S) be the set of states resulting
from a jump from any state in S. Starting from the initial

states, PostC (S) and PostD (S) are computed and recorded
in alternation, as in the following sequence:
R0 = PostC (Init),
Ri+1 = Ri ∪ PostC (PostD (Ri )).
If the sequence reaches a fixed-point, i.e., when Ri+1 = Ri ,
then Ri is the set of reachable states.
A set of states S is typically represented by a set of symbolic states (`, X ), with location ` and continuous set X ⊆
Rn . The operators PostC (S) and PostD (S) then realized by
enumerating over the symbolic states (`, X ) in S, and computing the set of successors of X . The time elapse successors
of X are called its flowpipe. Computing the jump successors
may generate more than one symbolic successor state per
transition. This can quickly lead to an explosion in the
number of symbolic states in Ri . Detecting a fixed-point requires checking containment between continuous sets. Note
that containment checking can also be used to remove redundant states in Ri , which lessens the state explosion.
The system is called safe if a given set of unsafe states F is
not reachable. This is true if Ri ∩ F = ∅, which can be verified pairwise through intersection and emptiness-checking
on the symbolic states in Ri and F .

3.

LAZY SET REPRESENTATION

Our goal is to compute a sequence of sets that cover the
solutions of a set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs).
This requires solving the ODEs in some form, and we proceed similarly as in numerical simulation, but computing
with sets instead of numbers. Starting from an initial set,
each successor set is constructed from the predecessor with
geometric set operations that arise from the dynamic equations. These set operations need to be accurate and scalable,
and the choice of set representation turns out to be vital. We
use support functions, as proposed by Le Guernic and Girard [23], since several operations with typically exponential
cost are only of constant or linear complexity when applied
to support functions.

3.1

Support Functions

We now introduce our notation, give definitions for polyhedra and support functions, and recall some fundamental
properties. A halfspace H⊆ Rn is the set of points satisfying
a linear constraint, H = x | aTx ≤ b , with normal vector
a = (a1 · · · an ) ∈ Rn and b ∈ R. A polyhedron P ⊆ Rn is the
intersection of a finite number of halfspaces, written as
o
n^m
P=
aTi x ≤ bi ,
i=1

n

where ai ∈ R and bi ∈ R. A polytope is a bounded polyhedron. Any convex set can be represented by its support function. The support function of a compact set X attributes to
a direction ` ∈ Rn the scalar value

ρX (`) = max `Tx x ∈ X .
For a given direction `, it defines the position of a halfspace

H` = `Tx ≤ ρX (`) ,
which touches and contains X . If ` is of unit length, then
ρX (`) is the signed distance of H` to the origin, see Fig. 1(a)
for an illustration. Evaluating the support function for a set

time instant t, the states reachable with theses dynamics are
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`
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(a) support function

(b) outer approximation

The matrix e
is different for each k, so the Minkowski
sum leads to infinitely many vertices and constraints as δ →
0. Even if X0 and U are polyhedra, Xt can be a smooth set
[31]. An outer approximation of Xt is obtained by bloating
δU by a sufficient amount. Let the bloating factor be
δ =

Figure 1: Evaluating the support function in a set of
directions gives a polyhedral outer approximation

∞
X
kAki δ i+1
= (ekAkδ − 1 − kAkδ)/kAk,
(i + 1)!
i=1

B the unit ball of the norm, and t a multiple of δ. The set
of directions L ⊆ Rn gives an outer approximation
\ T
dX eL =
` x ≤ ρX (`) ,

t/δ−1

Ωδt = eAt X0 ⊕

n

i.e., X ⊆ dX eL . If L = R , then X = dX eL , so the support
function represents X exactly. If L is a finite set of directions
L = {`1 , . . . , `m }, then dX eL is a polyhedron, as shown in
Fig. 1(b). This also referred to as a template polyhedron with
L being the template directions. The difference between using support functions and traditional methods for template
polyhedra, e.g., [30], lies in the fact that the outer approximation dX eL can be refined at any time, and incrementally,
by adding more directions to L. One can interpret evaluating support functions as the lazy, on-demand, construction
of a template polyhedron.

3.2

Geometric Operations

The following set operations are required by our reachability algorithm, and are extremely efficient on support functions. Consider non-empty compact convex sets X , Y ⊆ Rn .
The linear map with a matrix M ∈ Rm×n is M X = {M x |
x ∈ X }. If X is a polyhedron and M is singular, then computing the constraint form of M X requires existential quantification of complexity O (exp(n)). Using support functions, the linear map simplifies to
ρM X (`) = ρX (M T`),

(4)
n

which is O (mn). The convex hull of as set Z ⊆ R is
(m
)
m
X
X
≥0
CH(Z) =
λi vi vi ∈ Z, λi ∈ R ,
λi = 1 .
i=1

i=1

Using support functions, the convex hull of X and Y is
ρCH(X ∪Y) (`) = max{ρX (`), ρY (`)},
which is O (1). The Minkowski sum is X ⊕ Y = {x + y | x ∈
X , y ∈ Y}, which translates to the O (1) operation
ρX ⊕Y (`) = ρX (`) + ρY (`).
In the following example, a sequence of linear mapping and
Minkowski sums leads to a convex set that is prohibitively
complex for polyhedral operations, but that is easy to approximate with support functions.
Example 3.1. We consider dynamics of the form (1),
i.e., ẋ = Ax + u, with u(t) ∈ U and x(0) ∈ X0 . At a


eAδk δU ⊕ δ kUkB ,

k=0

(3)

`∈L

M

is an outer approximation of Xt within distance 2δ [23]. Using polyhedra in constraint form, Ωδt is prohibitively expensive to compute, since the number of constraints may grow
exponentially. Using support functions, we get
t/δ−1
T

ρΩδ (`) = ρX0 (eAt `) +

X

t

T

T

δρU (eAδk `) + δ kUkkeAδk `k.

k=0

(5)
T
The directions eAδk ` can be computed with the sequence
T
T
`0 = `, `k+1 = eAδ `k , up to k = t/δ. Note that eAt ` is the
last element in the sequence. Let L(X ) be the cost of computing the support function of X , in our case solving a linear

program. Computing ρΩδ (`) is O L(X0 ) + n2 δt + L(U) δt .
t
If the goal is to compute an approximation of ρΩt (`) for a sequence of time instants t = 0, δ, . . . , (N − 1)δ, the summands
can be reused. The computation of the entire
sequence is of

complexity O N L(X0 ) + N n2 + N L(U) [23].
Evidently, support functions do not enable us to avoid the
curse of dimensionality in general: An n-dimensional approximation
 with a distance of ε to the real set requires
O 1/εn−1 evaluations of the support function [24]. But
many problems do not require precise knowledge of the whole
set; with the support function the approximation can be targeted to where it matters. A simple example shall illustrate
this point.
Example 3.2. Consider the halfspace H = {aTx ≥ b}.
Then X ∩ H =
6 ∅ if and only if ρX (a) ≥ b. Furthermore,
X ⊆ H if and only if −ρX (−a) ≥ b. Each problem can be
decided with a single evaluation of the support function.
The problem of whether two convex sets intersect is known
as the separation problem, and it can be addressed by computing the support function in a sequence of directions. Let
h(`) = ρX ⊕(−Y) (`) = ρX (`) + ρY (−`),
which is a convex function. Then X ∩ H = ∅ if and only if
min`∈Rn h(`) < 0. Any converging convex minimization algorithm applied to h(·) will produce a sequence of directions
that converges to a separating direction if it exists. Separation algorithms adapted to the context of approximate
reachability have been proposed in [13].
Two more operations of our reachability algorithm, intersection and containment, turn out to be difficult for support

functions. The intersection X ∩ Y requires solving a convex
optimization problem:
ρX ∩Y (`) = infn ρX (` − ν) + ρY (ν).
ν∈R

Containment checking with support functions generally involves an uncountable number of directions: X ⊆ Y if and
only if ρX (`) ≤ ρY (`) for all ` ∈ Rn . We circumvent these
problems by switching to polyhedra as set representation
at corresponding points in the algorithm; for details see
Sect. 4. Intersection of polyhedra is cheap since it amounts
to taking the union of their constraints. Containment checking isn simple if theoright hand side is a polyhedron. Let
Vm T
P=
i=1 ai x ≤ bi , then X ⊆ P if and only if ρX (ai ) ≤ bi
for i = 1, . . . , m.

3.3

Lower Bounds and Inner Approximation

Support functions are generally known for their capacity
to cheaply produce tight outer approximations. Having evaluated the support function in some directions gives a lower
bound on the support function in all other directions [15].
A lower bound on the support function can be more powerful than conventional under-approximations, since it may
decide properties like intersection even before any point in
the set is known to actually be in the set.
Example 3.3. Assume we evaluated the support function
of X ⊆ R2 in three directions and obtained an outer approximation in the form of a triangle with nonempty interior.
Any of the facets of the triangle would give the same outer
approximation, so X could be any of the facets. If we could
deduce any point in X based on the outer approximation, it
would therefore need to be in all three facets. But their intersection is empty if the interior is nonempty, which is a
contradiction. Nonetheless, the lower bound on the support
function given in [15] can show that X overlaps with any
halfspace that contains one of the facets.
When evaluated for sufficiently distributed directions, the
lower bound also defines an inner approximation, i.e., a set
of points that are guaranteed to be inside the set [13]. In
Sect. 4.2, we will exploit lower bounds on the support functions for obtaining convex cover of the nonconvex flowpipe.

3.4

Approximate Evaluation

In general, support functions can only be computed with
finite precision, e.g., due to rounding errors, and computing them with low precision may be desirable to reduce the
computation costs. To formalize this notion, we consider a
function support that, given a direction ` and an accuracy
ε > 0, produces both an upper and a lower bound on the
support function:
support(X , `, ε) − ε ≤ ρX (`) ≤ support(X , `, ε).
Example 3.4. Consider the computation of the support
function of the reachable states in Ex. 3.1. The exact support
function is the limit of an infinite series, and the approximation given in (5) is an upper bound. The approximation
is within distance 2δ kUk of the real solution, so the error
on the support function is bounded by 2δ kUkk`k. This gives
the lower and upper bound on the support function
ρΩδ (`) − 2δ kUkk`k ≤ ρXt (`) ≤ ρΩδ (`).
t

t

The error above is a result of the time step δ. To meet the required error bound, δ can be adapted, e.g., through bisection.
A parameter of the ODE solving method is thus replaced with
a parameter with geometric significance in the state space,
which can be exploited, e.g., in testing containment and intersection.
The set operations and approximations from the previous
sections readily extend to approximate evaluations, leading
to a conservative overapproximation
\  T
dX e+
`k x ≤ support(X , `k , ε) .
L =
`k ∈L

However, this introduces an additional degree of freedom
when the approximation needs to be refined: Should we
evaluate the support function in more directions, or increase
the precision? The lower bound on the support function can
help make this call, as illustrated by the following example.
Example 3.5. Consider the halfspace H = {aTx ≥ b} and
its intersection with the reachable set Xt for a given value
of t. Assume we evaluate s = support(Xt , a, ε) for some arbitrarily chosen accuracy ε. If s < b, then Xt and H are
disjoint. If s − ε ≥ b, then Xt intersects with H. Otherwise, we must refine our approximation of Xt . Evaluating
sk = support(Xt , a, εk ) with εk = 2−k will eventually lead
to a value sk < b or sk ≥ b except in the pathological case
where ρXt (a) = b. If instead of reducing ε we had chosen
additional directions `k and evaluated support(Xt , `k , ε), the
outer approximation dXt e+
L would increase in accuracy but
could remain intersecting with H for any choice of L.

4.

SPACE-TIME REACHABILITY

We first present our reachability algorithm and then discuss its components in separate subsections: flowpipe approximation, convexification, computing jump successors,
containment checking, and emptiness checking. Let L be
a given set of template directions and ε a given accuracy.
In our algorithm, we represent the reachable states with a
passed list P of symbolic states, which initially empty, and
keep a waiting list W , which initially contains the initial
states Init. We start by computing the time successors. We
pop a symbolic state (q, X0 ) from W , where X0 is a nonempty, compact and convex set represented by its support
function (in our implementation, a function object). The
time successors of X0 are computed as follows:
1. Determine a time horizon T for the flowpipe by finding the smallest t such that the flowpipe no longer intersects with the invariant (timed flowpipe separation
from Sect. 4.5).
2. For each template direction `i ∈ L, compute a bound
on the support function over the time domain [0, T ]
(flowpipe approximation from Sect. 4.1).
3. The flowpipe approximation Ω̄0,T , as defined in (6), is
added to the passed list P .
Note that at this point convexification is not yet necessary.
For each of the outgoing transitions τ in location q, we compute the jump successors of Ω̄0,T as follows:
4. Determine a cover I1 , I2 , . . . of the time domain in
which the flowpipe intersects the guard (timed flowpipe separation from Sect. 4.5)

A’

5. For each interval Ik , remove from Ik the subintervals
for which Ω̄t is contained in one of the previously computed flowpipe approximations on the passed or the
waiting list (containment from Sect. 4.4). Discard intervals that have become empty.

C’
B’

A

6. For each interval Ik , compute a convex cover Ω̄1 , Ω̄2 , . . .
of Ω̄Ik (convexification from Sect. 4.2).
7. For each Ω̄j in the convex cover of Ω̄Ik , compute the
intersection with G ∗ and discard if empty. Otherwise,
instantiate the set X 0 = postτ (Ω̄j ) as a support function object and add the symbolic state (q 0 , X 0 ) to the
waiting list W (jump successors from Sect. 4.3).
The time successor and jump successor computations in
steps 1.-7. are repeated until the waiting list is empty. If
the process terminates, the symbolic states on the passed
list contain the set of reachable states of the system.
Note that convexification and containment checking are
only carried out on segments of the flowpipe that intersect
with a guard. Furthermore, containment checking is carried
out before the convexification step, so that approximation
errors from the convexification step do not impact the containment checking.

4.1

Flowpipe Approximation

In a given location of the hybrid automaton, we refer to
the states reachable from an initial set X0 by time elapse as
the flowpipe of X0 . We assume that X0 is convex. Given
an initial set X0 , the reachable states at time t is the set of
values of the solutions of (1) with initial condition x(0) ∈ X0 .
We denote this set with
Z t
Xt = eAt X0 ⊕
eAs Uds.
0

For affine dynamics, Xt is convex for any given t, so Xt can be
represented by its support function. The flowpipe
S segment
over the time interval [tb , te ] is the set Xtb ,te = tb ≤t≤te Xt .
We extend the results from Sect. 3 to flowpipes by applying them pointwise over time: since the flowpipe is a
convex set at each point in time, the entire flowpipe can be
described by a support function that is parameterized over
time. Put formally, let the support function over time be
s` (t) = ρXt (`). As a straightforward consequence of (3), the
functions s` (t) describe the flowpipe exactly, i.e.,
[
\ T
Xtb ,te =
` x ≤ s` (t) .
tb ≤t≤te `∈Rn

We now describe how approximations of s` (t) can be used to
derive an approximation of Xtb ,te . Given an interval [tb , te ],
a direction `, and an accuracy bound ε > 0, we construct a
piecewise linear function s+
`,ε : [tb , te ] → R with
+
s+
`,ε (t) − ε ≤ ρXt (`) ≤ s`,ε (t) for all t ∈ [tb , te ].

A method to effectively compute s+
`,ε (t) is described in [15].
Briefly summarized, the support function is computed at discrete time points, similar to Ex. 3.1. The continuous bound
is then obtained from a linear interpolation between the discrete points, augmenting (bloating) it enough to be conservative between the sampling points. The details of the
construction are omitted since they are somewhat technical
and the remainder of this paper applies to any s+
`,ε (t) as long
as it is piecewise linear.

B

C

Figure 2: A flowpipe approximation constructed
with the axis directions as templates, starting from
the initial set X0 = ABC. At time t0 , the approximation is the bounding box of the reachable set
Xt0 = A0 B 0 C 0
Assume we have computed s+
`i ,ε (t) for a set of directions
L = {`1 , . . . , `m }. These functions define a flowpipe approximation as follows. For all t, the outer approximation
\ T
(6)
Ωt = dXt e+
`i x ≤ s+
`i ,ε (t)
L =
`i ∈L

satisfies Xt ⊆ Ωt . Taking the union over the time interval
[tb , te ], an outer approximation of the flowpipe segment is
[
Ωtb ,te =
Ωt , with Xtb ,te ⊆ Ωtb ,te .
tb ≤t≤te

This flowpipe approximation is defined as the union of infinitely many convex polyhedra, see Fig. 2. But for our
reachability algorithm the flowpipe approximation needs to
produce finitely many convex sets. To transform this infinite union into a finite one, we consider the problem in
space-time, which will be described in the following section.
So far, we have ignored the invariant of the location. Since
the solution of the ODEs under constraints is a difficult problem, we follow a frequently used heuristic and intersect the
flowpipe approximation a posteriori with the invariant – this
will be discussed as part of the jump successor computation
in Sect. 4.3. In addition, we cut off the flowpipe approximation when Ωt lies completely outside of the invariant. This is
a timed flowpipe separation problem, which will be discussed
in Sect. 4.5. A more precise approximation of the flowpipe
under invariant constraints is described in [23], and is based
on intersecting the flowpipe approximation with states that
are backwards-reachable from the invariant.

4.2

Convexification

We now turn to the problem of transforming a given flowpipe approximation Ωtb ,te into a finite number of convex
sets, ideally as few as possible. We call this step convexification. So far we have considered operations in the continuous
state space Rn . In the following, we operate in space-time
Rn+1 , with t as an additional variable. This will allow us to
show that Ωtb ,te is a finite union of polyhedra, and furthermore to overapproximate and simplify Ωtb ,te within given
error bounds. For the sake of clarity, we will denote sets in
space-time with a bar, as in X̄ . In space-time, we associate
the sets Xt and Ωt with the time instant t at which they
are defined. The flowpipe segment and its approximation

For the time domain [0, T ], the flowpipe approximation algorithm in [15] computes the bounds on the support functions as the linear interpolation between the support at t = 0
and t = T , plus appropriate bloating. Because A = 0, the
bloating factor is zero and the exact bounds are returned:
s+
`i ,ε (t) = (1−t/T )ρX0 (`i )+t/T ρXT (`i ) = (1−t/T )ρX0 (`i )+
t/T ρX0 (`i ) + t/T ρT u0 (`i ) = ρX0 (`i ) + tρu0 (`i ) = bi + t`Ti u0 .
Since these bounds are concave, the space-time approximation (7) consists of a single polyhedron
\ T
Ω̄0,T =
`i x − `Ti u0 t ≤ bi ∩ {0 ≤ t ≤ T },

`T1 x ≤ `T1 u0 T + b1
`T1 x ≤ `T1 u0 t + b1
XT
`T1 x ≤ b1
X0

u0

Figure 3: Projected from space-time onto the statespace, the flowpipe approximation has facet normals
that are not part of the template directions. This
reduces the approximation error compared to a template approximation in the state-space (dashed)

become
X̄tb ,te =

[

Xt × t

and

Ω̄tb ,te =

tb ≤t≤te

[

tb ≤t≤te

[t0b , t0e ]

of [tb , te ] such that the
Now consider a subinterval
bounds on the support functions are all linear, i.e., for i =
1, . . . , m and t0b ≤ t ≤ t0e we have s+
`i ,ε (t) = αi t + βi . Then
the flowpipe approximation is
[ \ T
`i x ≤ αi t + βi × t,
Ω̄t0b ,t0e =
t0b ≤t≤t0e `i ∈L

(7)

`i ∈L

This is a convex polyhedron in space-time that approximates
the flowpipe segment, i.e., X̄t0b ,t0e ⊆ Ω̄t0b ,t0e . It is remarkable
that this approximation of the flowpipe — valid over an
entire interval of time — requires just m + 2 constraints
over n + 1 variables. Its complexity is similar to that of an
outer approximation of the initial states, which would give
m constraints over n variables.
The space-time set Ω̄t0b ,t0e can be projected into the statespace by
 eliminating t. Fourier-Motzkin elimination leads to
O m2 constraints of the form
(αi `j − αj `i )T x ≤ βj αi − βi αj ,
defined by all combinations of αi > 0 and αj < 0. This
means we obtain facet normals that are not necessarily part
of the template directions. The space-time constraints in
(7) can be seen as a special case of the template generalizations in [7]. The non-template facets created by working
in space-time can significantly decrease the approximation
error compared to state-space templates, and even produce
the exact reachable set for certain dynamics and choice of
template directions.
Example 4.1. Consider a system with constant dynamics ẋ = u0 (a linear hybrid automaton), and let the template directions
 be the facet normals of the initial states, i.e.,
T
X0 = `i ∈L `Ti x ≤ bi . For these dynamics, the flowpipe is
\ T
Xt = X0 ⊕ tU = X0 ⊕ tu0 =
`i x − `Ti u0 t ≤ bi .
`i ∈L

whose projection onto the state-space is identical to X0,T , as
illustrated in Fig. 3.
Quantifier elimination on the space-time constraints would
significantly increase the complexity. Using support functions, projection onto the state space comes practically for
free, since with (4) we have
ρΩtb ,te (`) = ρΩ̄t

Ωt × t.

which can be shown to be equivalent to
\ T
Ω̄t0b ,t0e =
`i x − αi t ≤ βi ∩ {t0b ≤ t ≤ t0e }.

`i ∈L

b ,te

(` × 0).

Assuming each of the m piecewise linear functions s+
`i ,ε (t)
has K pieces, the time interval [tb , te ] can be cut into no
more than Km pieces, inside which all functions are linear.
Consequently, Ω̄tb ,te can be described as the union of Km
convex polyhedra, each of which defined as in (7). To avoid
the state explosion problem it is essential to obtain as few
sets as possible. In the following, we describe a method to
divide Ω̄tb ,te into the smallest number N of convex sets for
a given bound on the total approximation error.
We now show that Ω̄t0b ,t0e is a convex polyhedron over any
interval [t0b , t0e ] where the bounds on the support function
0
0
are concave. Assume that all s+
`i ,ε (t) are concave in [tb , te ]
with K pieces, the j-th piece of s+
`i ,ε (t) being αi,j t + βi,j .
Because the functions are concave, s+
`i ,ε (t) ≤ αi,j t + βi,j for
all t ∈ [t0b , t0e ] and for all j we have with (7) that
\ T
X̄t0b ,t0e ⊆
`i x − αi,j t ≤ βi,j ∩ {t0b ≤ t ≤ t0e }.
`i ∈L

Intersecting the right hand side over all values of j gives the
flowpipe approximation
\ \  T
Ω̄t0b ,t0e =
`i x − αi,j t ≤ βi,j ∩ {t0b ≤ t ≤ t0e }. (8)
`i ∈L 1≤j≤K

We can therefore convexify Ω̄tb ,te by identifying the largest
subintervals where all s+
`i ,ε (t) are concave, and obtain a convex polyhedron (8) for each of those subintervals.
Example 4.2. Figure 4 shows different flowpipe approximations of the ODE ẍ = −10, with initial condition 9.9 ≤
x ≤ 10.1, ẋ = 0, axis directions as template directions and
directional error bound ε = 0.1. In Fig. 4(a), the flowpipe
approximation is constructed by identifying the subintervals
in which all s+
`i ,ε (t) are concave. Each subinterval defines a
convex polyhedron, giving a total of 8 polyhedra. For comparison, the figure also shows the 7 boxes produces by the statespace template approximation from [17], using the same parameters.
The number of polyhedra in Ω̄tb ,te can be further reduced
by taking the convex hull over the entire time domain or
parts of it. The convex hull of states corresponds to the
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(a) state-space templates from [17] (blue) and space-time
approximation (red) with error ε = 0.1 gives 8 convex sets
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which one can cover the flowpipe. Note this number is not
necessarily minimal in the state space: A flowpipe that is
convex in the state space may be nonconvex in space-time.
But automatic convexification for a given error bound can
be tremendously helpful in that it takes care of the additional degree of freedom, i.e., the number of convex sets in
the cover: As with convex sets, the approximation accuracy
is determined by the choice of template directions and the
directional error.
After the convexification step, each concave piece of s+
`i ,ε (t)
can be further simplified, i.e., overapproximated with a piecewise linear function with fewer pieces. Since each linear piece
of s+
`i ,ε (t) contributes a linear constraint to the flowpipe approximation (8), reducing the number of pieces also reduces
the number of constraints in the convex polyhedra and therefore the computational effort required downstream.
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(b) optimal convexification from [15] for a total error of
ε = 1 reduces the number of convex sets to 2
Figure 4: Flowpipe approximations with axis directions as template directions, using different convexification schemes
concave hull of the support functions. The terminology is
reversed since a function is called convex if its epigraph (the
points above) is a convex set, while the support functions
relate to states via their hypograph (the points below). The
0
0
concave hull of s+
`i ,ε (t) on a time interval [tb , te ] can be computed using the Graham scan in O (K), where K is the number of linear pieces. Importantly, the convexification error is
measurable in this approach. Let ci (t) be the concave hull
+
of s+
`i ,ε (t). Recalling that s`i ,ε (t) was constructed with an
accuracy of ε, we have that
s+
`i ,ε (t) − ε ≤ ρXt (`i ) ≤ ci (t),
which means that the approximation error in direction `i is
smaller than maxtb ≤t≤te ci (t) − s+
`i ,ε (t) + ε. The convexification can be taken one step further. As described in [15], it is
possible to construct for a given total approximation error
a relaxation of Ω̄tb ,te with the minimum number of convex
pieces.
Example 4.3. The flowpipe approximation in Fig. 4(b)
was constructed by first computing the same support function
bounds s+
`i ,ε (t) as in Ex. 4.2, and then applying the optimal
convexification approach from [15]. For a given total error
(flowpipe approximation plus convexification) of ε = 1, the
relaxation, the support function bounds can be approximated
with just 2 concave pieces in all template directions, giving
an flowpipe approximation with 2 polyhedra.
The template directions together with the approximation
error therefore determine the number of convex sets with

Jump Approximation

The successor states of a transition are computed as follows. Let G be the guard set of the transition, I − the invariant of the source location, I + the invariant of the target
location, and let the transition assignment be deterministic
and affine as in (2). We consider G, I − , I + to be polyhedra
and assume that the set of template directions L contains
the normal vectors of the constraints of these polyhedra. Let
the target invariant be
o
n ^m
I+ = x
āTi x ≤ b̄i .
i=1

The image of a set X with respect to a transition τ is



postτ (X ) = R X ∩ G ∩ I − ⊕ w ∩ I + .
Let G∗ be the intersection of the guard, the source invariant,
and the back-transformed target invariant,
n ^m
o
G∗ = G ∩ I − ∩ x
āTi Rx ≤ b̄i − wTāi .
(9)
i=1

Using G ∗ , the image operator can be simplified so that it
involves a single intersection operation [18]:

postτ (X ) = R X ∩ G ∗ ⊕ w.
(10)
In our reachability algorithm, the jump approximation (10)
is applied to the outer approximation of a flowpipe segment.
More precisely, we apply it to each convex piece Ω̄t0b ,t0e of the
approximation, which is defined in space-time. Interpreting
the constraints of G ∗ as space-time constraints (leaving t
unconstrained), the intersection is easily carried out without
eliminating t. The projection to the state space and the
affine map are straightforward using support functions:
ρpostτ (Ω̄t0 ,t0 ) (`) = ρΩ̄t0 ,t0 ∩G ∗ (M T` × 0) + `Tw.
b

4.4

e

b

e

Containment checking

In our reachability algorithm, containment is checked between flowpipe approximations. We apply the comparison
Ωtb ,te ⊆ Ω0t0 ,t0e
b

to nonconvex Ω (before convexification) and convex Ω0 (after
convexification). Recall that both are defined over sets of
template directions, which are not necessarily the same. For
the containment, we only need the directions of Ω̄0 , and any
directions that are missing in Ω are added to it, computing

can help to reduce this error. Instead of Ω̄tb ,te ∩ G ∗ , we can
use Ω̄t0b ,t0e ∩G ∗ if we show that the flowpipe does not intersect
with G for tb ≤ t < t0b and t0e < t ≤ te . The timed flowpipe
separation problem for a given set G ∗ consists of covering the
time intervals for which the flowpipe overlaps with G ∗ , i.e.,
Xt ∩ G ∗ 6= ∅. The jump successors can be computed flowpipe segments of those intervals instead of the entire time
horizon. Similarly, the time horizon of the flowpipe can be
reduced by timed separation of the flowpipe from the invariant I: Let t∗ be the smallest t such that Xt ∩ I = ∅. Then
Xtb ,te ∩ I ⊆ Ω̄tb ,t∗ ∩ I. Using the approach in [13], this
involves computing support function bounds s+
`i ,εi (t) for a
sequence of directions `i , in which the error bound εi is progressively reduced until a given threshold is reached. The
following examples shall illustrate the principle.

support function bounds on-demand if necessary. In general,
checking containment between a convex set and a union of
convex sets is expensive to compute. A classic heuristic is to
only use pairwise comparisons between convex sets. In the
case of affine dynamics, it seems that containment could fail
indefinitely, if the points of overlap vary.
We obtain an efficient check by exploiting the template
properties in space-time. We extend the containment of
convex sets, see Sect. 3.2, pointwise over time and detect
the time intervals where containment holds. For each template direction `i of Ω0 , we construct a set-valued map Ci :
[tb , te ] → [t0b , t0e ]2 , where Ci (t) = [t0 , t00 ] signifies that in direction `i , Ωt is contained Ωt0 ,t00 . Formally, Ci (t) = [t0 , t00 ]
0+
0
implies for all z ∈ [t0 , t00 ], s+
`i ,ε (t) ≤ s `i ,ε (z). Because Ω is
convex, its support function bound is a unimodal function,
so the matching intervals can usually be found quickly (the
points to the left and the right of the maximum are ordered
in value). Finally, we combineTthe results for all directions
to the set-valued map C(t) = Ci (t). Then Ωt ⊆ Ω0z for all
z ∈ C(t). If C(t) 6= ∅ for all t ∈ [tb , te ], then Ωtb ,te ⊆ Ω0t0 ,t0 .
b e
Otherwise, we trim Ωtb ,te to the subdomains that are not
contained, possibly splitting it into several flowpipe approximations, each of which is treated separately. Note that
the Ci (t) and C(t) can be represented with piecewise linear
functions.
The containment check is degraded by the approximation
error. Consider that overapproximations of the same flowpipe may differ even for the same error bound. Recomputing
the left hand side with higher precision may lead to containment, but how much more precision is useful? This can be
decided by repeating the containment check using a lower
0+
bound on the support function, here s+
`i ,ε (t) − ε ≤ s `i ,ε (z).
For time points where the lower bound is not contained,
refinement with higher precision is useless.

εk+1 = εk /10, and k ← k + 1. If εk is smaller than a given
threshold εmin , we stop and use the time horizon T = Tk for
the flowpipe approximation. If I is a polyhedron, we detect
the time horizon for each constraint separately and choose
the smallest one.

4.5

5.

Emptiness checking

The computation of jump successors in Sect. 4.3 involves
only one intersection operation. We can therefore eliminate
spurious transitions by deciding whether the flowpipe intersects with G ∗ . Futhermore, the reachability of an unsafe set
of states F can be cast as intersection of the flowpipe with
F, so it reduces to the same problem.
Deciding whether the flowpipe intersects with a convex set
G ∗ is called flowpipe separation, and it can be addressed by
synthesizing suitable template directions as proposed in [13].
Since this intersection is the only operation in the reachability algorithm that can lead to an empty set of states, all
emptiness checking in the reachability algorithm of Sect. 2
reduces to flowpipe separation.
The flowpipe separation problem is known in several forms.
It is equivalent to showing safety of linear time-invariant system, which has been addressed for deterministic dynamics
(U is a singleton) in [10]. It is also equivalent to showing
the existence of a controller: does there exist a sequence of
control inputs such that the system reaches the guard set?
The constructive solution of such control inputs is known as
the falsification or counter-example generation and is generally more difficult than verification of safety properties; for
recent approaches see [1, 32].
The intersection of our flowpipe approximation with G ∗
may contain states that are not actually reachable. Judiciously shrinking the time interval of the flowpipe segment

Example 4.4. Let I be the halfspace I = {aTx ≤ b}.
According to Ex. 3.2, Xt ∩ I = ∅ if and only if −ρXt (−a) >
b. We start with an arbitrary time horizon T0 and large
initial accuracy ε0 , and determine a time horizon T with
the following sequence starting from k = 0. In iteration k,
we compute the support function bound s+
−a,εk (t) over the
time domain [0, Tk ]. If for all 0 ≤ t ≤ Tk , s+
−a,εk (t) ≤ b, the
flowpipe does not fully leave the invariant and we may choose
to stop with T = Tk (obtaining a non-exhaustive flowpipe
approximation), or choose to increase the horizon to Tk+1 =
2Tk . Otherwise, we continue the sequence with
Tk+1 = min{ t | s+
−a,εk (t) > b },

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The space-time reachability algorithm is implemented as
the STC scenario in the SpaceEx tool platform [17] and
available for download [11]. We now give experimental results for several examples, some of which have been presented in [26]. The experiments were run using a virtual
machine on a standard laptop.

5.1

Filtered Oscillator

This example from [17] consists of a switched oscillator
system with signal x in series with M first-order filters that
produce the output z. The system has M +2 continuous variables. Figure 5 shows the reachable states computed by the
state-space template approach in [17], called LGG scenario,
with that of the space-time approach in the STC scenario
for M = 32. Template directions were chosen to be box
directions (positive and negative axes) as well as the guard
normals. The bound on the total error was given as ε = 0.01
for the STC, and for the LGG we chose an error tolerance
that results in a similar discretization per template direction
(in LGG, the error tolerance does not imply a hard bound on
the error). LGG uses template clustering, in which the flowpipe segment intersecting the guard is approximated with a
single template polyhedron. The optimal clustering of STC
is of higher precision compared to LGG. Table 1 shows the
performance of a full fixed-point computation for varying M .
It indicates the # of continuous variables, the # of template
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Figure 6: Simulation and reachable set for the voltage of the DC-DC converter
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Figure 5: Projection of the reachable states of a
filtered oscillator with 34 continuous variables
Table 1: Performance results for the filtered oscillator benchmark, varying the number of variables
LGG

STC

Var.

Dir.

T. [s]

#Post

T/#P

T. [s]

#Post

T/#P

6
18
34
66
130

12
36
68
132
260

0.1
1.0
4.3
27.2
388.0

6
10
15
24
92

0.02
0.10
0.29
1.13
4.22

0.1
1.8
5.4
45.6
182.2

6
21
27
53
43

0.03
0.09
0.20
0.86
4.24

age levels. The 4 continuous variables are the current and
voltage in the circuit, a timer for the switching frequency,
and a global clock. The system is subjected to significant
additive noise.
Figure 6(a) shows a simulation trace, computed with Matlab/Simulink, of the voltage level over a time horizon of
0.004 s. The additive noise is modeled in Simulink with a
Gaussian random signal. In SpaceEx, we start from a single initial state and take the noise to be nondeterministic
within a given interval. Figure 6(b) shows the reachable
states obtained with error bound 0.01 and octagonal template directions (coefficients ±1 in at most two of the variables). This benchmark is challenging for the STC algorithm since it switches frequently, every 25 µs, compared to
the continuous dynamics, whose time constants are on the
order of milliseconds. The computation involves 1000 onestep successors and takes about 900 s. In this example, the
approximation error incurred during jumps tends to quickly
accumulate. The LGG algorithm diverges for this system
within 50 steps, i.e., within 1/20th of the time horizon.

5.3
directions, the runtime, the # of post operations on symbolic
states, and the time per post. The table shows that the time
per post operation is comparable between LGG and STC.
Because STC takes the convexification error into account,
it may choose a higher precision for certain directions and
therefore results in an overall better accuracy. The higher
precision combined with better containment checking leads
to the STC algorithm terminating after fewer iterations, and
therefore to a lower runtime. LGG constructs 6453 hyperboxes (since box directions were used), while STC produces
210 polyhedra (not necessarily boxes). The STC algorithm
simplifies the support function after convexification, as discussed at the end of Sect. 4.2. Without simplification, it
takes about twice as long.

5.2

DC-DC Converter

This example is a model of a DC-to-DC switched-mode
power converter described in [27], with continuous dynamics specified by linear ODEs. A DC-to-DC converter transforms a DC source voltage from one voltage level to another
by switching at a high frequency between low and high volt-

Networked Platoon

This benchmark consists of a platoon of three controlled
vehicles with a manually driven leader vehicle, which can
break and accelerate within a given range [25]. The vehicles exchange information via a communication network that
may be subjected to total loss of communication after c1 s,
with communication being restored after c2 s. The ith vehicle is modeled by the deviation ei between the distance to its
predecessor and a fixed reference, and its velocity and acceleration relative to its predecessor. The resulting model has
ten continuous variables. The goal is to determine the minimum allowable safe gaps among the vehicles. We consider
the case with possible failure and parameters c1 = c2 = 20 s.
The reachable set, shown in Fig. 7, was computed in 182 s
with the STC algorithm, using error bound ε = 0.1 and box
directions.
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(a) e1 ≥ −35.442m

(b) e2 ≥ −32.759m

(c) e3 ≥ −19.078m

Figure 7: Reachable states of the distance deviations e1 , e2 , and e3 in the platoon benchmark, over time
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